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000 UNV MUWAFIE WITH
VILLAGERS

NARRATOR

They number one thousand ...  and come from

more than 80 countries, serving in some

90 developing nations.  From every background

with a myriad of skills, they give two years

of their lives in a partnership for change. 12 i/2

Oll W/S  MOUNTAINSIDE  TOWN

In most of the world, the harshness of daily

life tempers the idealism of those who would

help.  It is a world where ancient cycles

endure ... where life's rhythms are unchanged. 14

It is also a world of aspiration, a world of

hope and pride reaching out for a better,

healthier life. lO

042 YEMEN,  CITY MONTAGE But the gap between dreams and accomplishments

is large.  Development takes special skills,

often in short supply in the third world,

especially among those nations counted as the

world's least developed.  Helping to close
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that gap, nations searching for technical

expertise, and people with skills to offer,

have come together through the United Nations

Volunteers programme, partners in the work

of development 28

060 SUPER TITLES :
"Partners for Change"

"A United Nations Film"

067 UNFREEZE, WATER
GUSHING

In dry Arabia, a valuable resource.  Here,

on a landscape where rain scarcely falls,

every drop of water is a precious source

of life Ii

All over the Yemen Arab Republic, the

parched baked land is crossed with pipes

carrying water from storage wells to

village houses.

O87 WOMEN WITH CANS OF
WATER

Yet, a more common sight is this daily ritual.

In many Yemeni villaÿ,es stagnant water holes

are the only source of available water  ...

a source of life which often carries the risk

of disease.  For Yemen, this timeless Journey

of women going to the well is coming to an end. 19 i/ÿ



103 FREEZE FRAME, MUWAFIE ON
ROOFTOP El-Said Muwafie knows the water problem

first-hand.  He comes from another rain-scarce

country where a growing population is making new

demands on an old resource.  Muwafie is

Egyptianÿ and his Job as a UN volunteer in

Yemen is to help install and maintain water

pumps in remote villages.  In many developing

countries the dream of a safe and accessible

water supply has become a major goal.  But

once again ÿ aspiration and reality are poles

apart.

124 MUWAFIE  IN  DISCUSSION
WITH VILLAGERS It takes planning and expertise to carry out a

water scheme, and often outside technical

assistance° 39

That Muwafie a Volunteer from Egypt, should

find himself in Yemen isn't surprising:  more

than three-quarters of the volunteers come from

other developing countries.  This often makes

for a special relationship between volunteers

and host countries, since people like Muwafie

bring to their assignments a wealth of development

experience within their respective fields.       2h



MUWAFIE  SPEAKING  WITH
VILLAGER

Their eventual return home will bring new

perspectives to their work in their own

countries.  This cross-fertilization of

people and ideas is an important element of

the UN volunteers programme 13

154 VILLAGES Villages throughout Yemen are beginning to

see the flow of fresh water, no small

accomplishment in this arid land. 8

182

174 VILLAGES  ON  MOUNTAIN
PAN DOWN

CU - MAP AND HANDS

CU CROW,  BIRDS FLYING But lack of water is Just one of many problems

that plague this nation.

In Roman times it was known as Arabia Felix

or, Happy Arabia, because its location made it

the marketplace for spices, silks and

frankincense.  Now like other least developed

countries, Yemen suffers because it lacks

natural resources.  Its biggest export is labour;

many working-age men live in neighbouring oil-

rich countries.  Much of the land lies fallow,

too rugged to farm for a  profit, the rainfall

erratic, manpower scarce.

It is a nation where literacy is low, and there

is a shortage of skilled people in all sectors

163

of the economy°                                    43
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To help fill this gap, the United Nations

Volunteers supplies Yemen with one of

UNV's largest contingents, among them

agronomists, weather forecasters, nurses,

mechanics, and these surveyors working with

their Yemeni counterparts. 16

199 SURVEYORS WOPd(ING This emphasis on technical skills makes the

programme different from other forms of

volunteerism.  It takes more than goodwill to

become a volunteer, and it takes a host

country's will to change before a nation's

needs and a volunteer's skills can be brought

together, reflecting development's two-sided

commitment. 21

(On Camera)

UN VOLUNTEER GURUNG "I have come from Nepal and I like to serve
in the rural area,  For that reason I came,
and to see the other part of the world.  To be
a UNV I thought I can work with the people in
the most remote and underdeveloped places."

216

12

226 NURSES  WALKING  IN  THULA
VILLAGE

NARRATOR

Nurse-midwife Rup Kumari Gurung is no stranger

to harsh living conditions.  Her home lies in

the shadow of the world's highest mountain.

Now, in the dusty highlands of Arabia, she

feels at home.  She has become a volunteer at
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a time when most people think about

retiring.  In Nepal she lectured on nursing

care.  In Yemen, working directly with mothers

and their children, her second career has

become both an education and a Joy. 31

257 INTERIOR:  GURUNG
WITH  YOUNG  CHILD

Most volunteers are relatively young, but

at 58 Gurung is by no means the oldest.

About 20 per cent are women. 7 1/2

267 GURUNG WITH WOMEN AND
CHILDREN

(Voice Over)

"Here I can work directly with the people

24 hours, and I'm satisfied with my work,

and people are satisfied also according

to their expression."

294 ARCHERY   COMPETITION

NARRATOR

The nation of Bhutan is a country where

tradition and ritual are woven into the fabric

of everyday life.  The signs are everywhere -

in keen competition in archery, the Kingdom's

national sport, and this festival, called the

Tsechu. 17

311 CUTAWAYS OF AUDIENCE People may walk for days over rugged mountain

trails to attend.  Time moves slowly here.

The three-day Tsechu is typical of old ways

which survive°                                        Ii
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322 PAN OF HIMALAYAS Land of the Thunder Dragon, Bhutan is

land-locked.  On the south lie the plains of

India. To the north, on the other side of the

great Himalayan peaks, is the Tibet region of

China.  This is one of the most beautiful

nations on earth.

334 FARMER  PLOUGHING  FIELD

357 PAN OF VALLEY TO
MONASTERY

it is also one of the poorest.  Like many

remote least-developed countries, with no

access to the seaÿ the high cost and difficulty

in transporting goods overland, burdens a

primitive economy.  Most Bhutanese are farmers

and though their farming methods seem old-

fashionedÿ the country is largely self-sufficient

in food.  But the lure of progress has made a

presence here.  The goal is to develop and

diversify an economy without destroying the

landÿs cherished heritage.                          51

(Voice Over)

"While the rest of the Third World was involved

in a process of development and modernization,

Bhutan continued as an isolated kingdom,

sovereign and an independent state, totally in

a world of its own.  When the late King embarked

the country on a process of development ...
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(On Camera)

369 Jigme Thinley

Super title

..we were faced with numerable problems and
difficulties, among them the largest were
manpower and financial problems.  You mÿ¥ be
aware that Bhutan is - even though it's a
very small country, situated in a region
like Asia - it happens to be a very
underpopulated country." 35

(Voice Over)

383 HOUSE AND FARMER
WITH COW

"We have had to depend on a very large

labour force, imported from the neighbouring

countries.  But I think sooner or later we

will be able to manage by diverting quite

a significant number of our people from the

rural sector.

398 MARKET The greater problem that we face in manpower is

qualitative manpower, in particular professiol

and technical manpower."

(On Camera)

403 Jigme Thinley "It is there that the UNV has been a great
help to the country, and I feel will continue
to be a great assistance."

41o FREEZE OF UNV MAYES

NARRATOR

Brigid Mayes is from Ireland. She is a

school-teacher in a land where education is

a key to development
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(Voice Over)

414 MAYES  WALKING  WITH
STUDENTS

"What I have been doing in Paro Central

School for the last year is teaching

English according to the curriculum.  The

official language of the country - Dzonka -

couldn't have been the medium of instruction

in schools because the country was isolated

from the rest of the world.  The language

itself simply doesn't have the words which are

needed to impart a modern education. So a

foreign language had to be chosen as a medium

of instruction, and English was the one

chosen.    So it is an important subject in

the schools."

434 BRIGIDMAYES

(On Camera)

,W
Children must have a good grounding in
English or they can't manage to study other
subjects. "

439 VILLAGE SCENE -
MAYES WITH STUDENTS

(Voice Over)

"It's Just a 35 minute walk from where I live

to the school, a very nice walk every morning

across the river and up by the Dzong, and

usually as I go then I'm met by a few day

students and we struggle up the hill together

and get there on time." 27
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45o MAYES WITH STUOENTS

NARRATOR

Brigid Mayas is one of about a dozen

skilled volunteers serving in various

activities in this isolated country.  She

is not only an English teacher, but an

instructor to student-teachers as well. 13

458 PULL OUT TO W/S OF
COUNTRYSIDE

(Voice Over)

"For me it's been very easy to come to

Bhutan.  I've found that Bhutanese people

somehow are very compatible in temperament,

and I have found from the very beginning

that I could behave exactly as I did at home

even though in ways life is very different.

I was beginning to feel a little bit stale;

I think after seven years you find yourself

repeating the same things and I needed the

stimulation of a change and that's why I

decided to do something else for a little

while.  I applied for Bhutan and as I found

out more about it I thought that I would be

happy here and this place would suit me and

I'm certainly glad that I came here."

VARIOUS SHOTS OF
MAYES  WITH  STUDENTS

36
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81

UNV  MAYES  TEACHING
OUTDOOR CLASS

"I've been trying to learn Dzonka, and even

though it's far from fluent, I can have

rudimentary conversations with people, and

that has helped the integration, Just to make

the effort to learn the language I think helps

to make you accepted by the community." 16 1/2

1ÿ96 PAN OF OUTDOOR
CLASS

"Instruction in English is begun right from

the beginning of schooling; from the lower

kindergarten children first speaking, and

then a little bit later reading and writing,

but from the very beginning of schooling

English is taught."

NARRATOR

In a country of only 1.2 million people,

Bhutan's lack of skilled manpower is a real

problem.  Volunteers like Brigid Mayes help

in two ways:  their two-year assignments fill

a gap, and more important, their skills are

transferred to their counterparts who will

carry on when the volunteers return home.

14 l/a

5i8 CU OF STUDENTS In future years these children will be

learning English from Bhutanese teachers,

some of whom will have trained under

Brigid Mayes. 3O
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526 STUDENT  TEACHERS  IN
TRADITIONAL DANCE
CEREMONY, PARO

(Voice Over - MayeR)

"Development in Bhutan has to do with contact

with the outside world.  Bhutan is very

isolated, and one thing that I have tried to

play down is the tendency among people to

think that because you're from a foreign

country, that everything is bigger and better

and more developed, and we have so much

knowledge that they don't have.  I had a

feeling before I came that I would like this

country, and the greatest delight to me has

been to see that I can lead an ordinary life

here." 27

"PIROGUE" CANOE ON
WATER

FREUDIGER (UNV)
CONVERSING WITH
COUNTERPART

56o

55O

NARRATOR

On the Indian Ocean between Madagascar and

East Africa, the old ways are not enough4

Here, on the Comoro Islands the legacy of

the past is a burden on the future. 13

(On Camera) (VoiceL Over, interpretation from French)

"How long since the colonist died?"
"Oh, 15 years at least."
"What was his name - Asparault?"
"Yes."
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567 FREUDIGER AND
COUNTERPART

(Voice Over - Interpretation from French)

"You see this house, it's typical of the

colonial era.  There were a number of such houses

on the island.  These plantations took every

square inch of land.  The colonists grew

export crops only, nothing else, and now its

strange to see traces of the past. We have

a lot of them here.

The whole region was oriented towards export

crops.  No-one ever bothered to grow

vegetables for local domestic consumption."

"That's what we try to do today."

27

596 CLEARING LAND

NARRATOR

In a Jungle clearing, peasants are reworking

land once held by a French colonial farmer.

Before independence, cloves, vanilla and

plants for perfume essences were grown for

export.  Now this plot is being prepared for

planting of corn and vegetables for domestic

consumption.  Its hard work with volcanic rocks,

roots and tree stumps to clear away.  But the

lessons of the colonial past give an urgency

to the work of today.  The fluctuations of world

markets, volcanic eruptions and even drought
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have made dependence on spice and essence

cultivation a risky venture.  More important

the dream of providing one's own sustenance

is founded on little clearings like these. 48

632 FREUDIGER  WALKING  UP
HILL  WITH  COUNTERPART

FREUDIGER ON HILL
INTERCUT  WITH  ISLAND
SHOTS

(Voice Over - Interpretation from French)

"I am from Switzerland.  I can tell you there

are lots of differences between Switzerland

and here. It takes time to adapt. At the

beginning one arrives full of ideas about

what can be done.  And then little by little

we begin to better understand the situation

here.  And finally we feel that all we can

bring is organization, a bit of imagination

not necessarily more knowledge."

These fertile tropics are Patrick Freudiger's

home for two years.  He is an agronomist from

Europe, where his work was more specialized.

Here he welcomes the opportunity to be a

general practitioner of his trade.  For

Freudiger, as with so many volunteers, but

especially those from developed countries,

the excitement of living and working in a

far away place is tempered by the day-to-day

reality of developing the land for food crops 26
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664 AERIAL SHOT OF MOHELI
ISLAND AND MUTSAMUDU
PORT

NARRATOR

There is a special category of nations

known as island developing countries, and

many, like the Comoros, are among the world's

least-developed.  Like their land-locked

cousins, island nations have peculiar problems

stemming from their isolation from world

markets.  They have few natural resources, and

their agriculture is poorly developed.  Most

export practically everything produced, and

import almost everything consumed.

680 SEASIDE VILLAGE ON
MOHELI ISLAND

691 UNV  KABEYA  VACCINATING
CHILDREN  ON  ANJOUAN
ISLAND

Although fishing brings food to the seaside

villages on the Comorean Archipelago, there

isn't enough to feed a growing population

in the interior.  Prone to natural disasters

and tropical diseasesÿ the overwhelming image

on the Comoros is of a nation crying out for

development.

Kenyan Kabeya has his hands full, and he

knows it.  He is one of only a few doctors

on the islands attending a population of

well over a third of a million.  Dr. Kaheya

is from Zaire and he has come to the Comoros

searching for new experiences and challenges.

}{e is not disappointed by what he has found.

42

21
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705 CROWD  UNDER  TREE Several times a month Kabeya goes out

into the countryside to vaccinate children

against childhood diseases, to check on

expectant mothers, and to administer to

patients suffering from tropical ailments. ii

713 KABEYA WALKING THROUGH
VILLAGE

Perhaps because he is from a developing

country he is particularly sensitive to the

need to prevent the disease, before having

to cure it with imported and expensive

medicines. 10

Some might feel that a doctor from a developing

country could better serve his own

coÿmtrymeno

KIDS  AND  VILLAGERS To critics who cite the "brain drain" as a

problem, comes an answer seen in the faces of

those who are helped by Third-world volunteers°

The benefits of development experience that

volunteers take back to their home countries

far outweigh the disruptions of a temporary

assignment away from home. 2ÿ

736 INTERIOR:''
UNV's IN DISCUSSION

Home away from home is more than a foreign

country in which a volunteer serves.  It is

an experience unique in a person's life,

something to be shared with others in
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similar surroundings.  At the end of

the day, volunteers talk about their lives

and experiences. 17 1/2

Volunteers do not receive a salary.  They

are provided with housing and receive a

modest living allowance.  The amount given

to individual volunteers varies with the

cost of living in each country. 12

766 INTERIOR:  VARIOUS
SCENES Candidates undergo rigorous screening before

being accepted as volunteers.  Recipient

countries must approve them as well.  Although

potential volunteers often indicate preferences,

their ultimate assignments depend upon

matching their particular skills with needed

technical assistance.

778 CU OF VOLUNTEERS
Today, more than 1,000 volunteers from some

80 nations are serving in over 90 developing

countries around the world. 26

(On Camera) (Voice Over - interjÿretation from French)

784 UNV CEPEDER "I'm from Italy.  The difference is enormous.

You can't compare Italy with the Comoros.  It's
so different°  One's got to change .. to get
used to certain things.  You have to change
your way of life, your way of thinking..."

14
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NARRATOR

793 CEPEDER AND NURSES
WALKING TO HOSPITAL

Rafaella Cepeder is the first doctor this

hospital has seen.  For her, the Journey to

the comoros was a trip to another world

801 INTERIOR: CEPEDER
WITH PATIENTS

In Italy she attended many sick patients but

here she was unprepared for the number and

variety of tropical diseases so common on

the islands. Moreover, this small hospital

was unprepared for her:  there were few

medicines or supplies when she arrived.  Her

first months as a volunteer were difficult and

frustrating.  Now, the hospital is running

more smoothly, but other problems remain:,

MAN  WITH  COCONUTS

CEPEDER

823
(Voice Over - Interpÿtati.onfrom Frenqh)

"Basically there aren't many resources here.

Honestly there isn't enough.  The children

don't have enough to eat, their diet isn't

balanced.

(On Camera)(Voiee O_ver, in%,erpretation from French)

"It was all the more shocking to me because
I was used to the Italian or European standard
and that really disturbed me."                     17 i/
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(On Camera)

837 Jigme Thinley

Super:  title

"They have been able to adapt themselves

very well with our cultural background, with
our environment, and I think the kind of
relationship existing between the UNV's and
their counterparts and the people that they
work with is very healthy, very congenia!,
very cordial.  I think they have been
able to impress ...

MECHANICS WORKING ON
TRUCK,  PHUNTSOLING

"on our people the dignity of labour, the

dignity of working with their own hands.

PRINTING WORKSHOP,
THIMPHU

"They are able to bring in a good aspect in

terms of work attitude, I think, and the

Bhutanese have benefited from that.

86O VETERINARIAN TRAINING
SCHOOL,   SERBITHANG

The UNVVs, even though they are said to be

people who have one or two years experience

in their respective fields, whst we find is

that many of the UNV's that we have here are

in fact experts, yet willing to work at the

middle level, under the direction of our own

people here." 16

VOLUNTEER IN FIELD
WITH STUDENTS

(On Camera)

'J.. drinking water.  Does he have any water

here or does he take it from the river?
Ask him.
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879 UNV VETERINARIAN WITH
COUNTERPART  AND  FARMER

N mTOR

Progress and development are often elusive

goals, the struggle for change hampered by

the lack of money or a shortage,

of manpower.  For the more than one thousand

skilled UN volunteers working together with

their counterparts, development's special

partnership has become an alternative force

in the struggle for a better world. 22

894 VETERINARIAN WITH
VILLAGERS

(Voice Over)(Voice of Ji!Ime Thinleÿ)

"By and large I think the UNV's are people

with a sense of mission, with a sense of

service, and I think they put their heart

and soul into what they do."

9oo FREEZE FRAME,
VET. AND FARMER

END
901     TITLES

932     LAST FRAME


